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Abstract
Magnetorheological actuators are promising devices for mitigating vibrations because
they only require a fraction of energy for a similar performance to active control.
Conversely, these semi-active devices have limited maximum forces and are hard to
model due to the rheological properties of their fluid. When considering structural
control, classical theories necessitate full knowledge of the structural dynamic states and
properties most of which can only be estimated when considering large-scale control,
which may be difficult or inaccurate for complicated geometries due to the non-linear
behaviour of structures. Additionally, most of these theories do not take into account the
response delay of the actuators which may result in structural instabilities.
To address the problem, learning algorithms using offline learning have been proposed in
order to have the structure learn its behaviour, but they can be perceived as unrealistic
because earthquake data can hardly be produced to train these schemes. Here, an
algorithm using online learning feedback is proposed to address this problem where the
structure observes, compares and adapts its performance at each time step, analogous to a
child learning his or her motor functions. The algorithm uses a machine learning
technique, Gaussian kernels, to prescribe forces upon structural states, where states are
evaluated strictly based on displacement and acceleration feedback.
The algorithm has been simulated and performances assessed by comparing it with two
classical control theories: clipped-optimal and passive controls. The proposed scheme is
found to be stable and performs well in mitigating vibrations for a low energy input, but
does not perform as well compared to clipped-optimal case. This relative performance
would be expected to be better for large-scale structures because of the adaptability of the
proposed algorithm.
Thesis Supervisor: Jerome J. Connor
Title: Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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Introduction
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Mitigating vibrations in building is critical whether it is for small or large excitations in
order to prevent serviceability issues or worse, structural damages. For instance,
occupants may experience acute health effects under constant small vibrations, or walls
may crack under larger vibrations. Keeping the structure serviceable and more
importantly, protecting its occupants, is what motivates the field of structural control.
Structural control can be achieved with a passive scheme, which requires no energy
input, or by creating an adaptive structure. Adaptive structures are defined as structures
that are capable of responding to environmental changes, such as strong winds and
earthquakes, and also to internal changes such as a failure of a primary member. This
adaptation is achieved by a modification of the geometric configuration or of certain
structural properties.
The problem with adaptive structures is that they require a complex adaptive control
system which includes a monitoring system, a decision system and an actuator system.
There is a need for further research and technology development of these components.
Actuators, for instance, are not yet economically viable to be installed on large scale
buildings as they need a significant quantity of energy to operate. Semi-active actuators,
particularly magnetorheological (MR) fluid actuators, are very efficient on energy
consumption as they need only a small fraction of the power input required for traditional
actuators. However, they provide at most a force of the order of 200 kN to the structure,
which is insufficient for tall buildings exposed to high winds. Despite this force issue, the
low energy requirement of MR actuators is a significant asset and they are regarded as
promising devices when it comes to vibration mitigation.
Conversely, MR actuators are not broadly implemented. It is due to the fact that their
installation requires multiple actuators which can results in modeling complications
because of the coupling action between the actuators and the plant as well as the non-
linear behaviour of the structure.
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The objective of this thesis is to propose a learning scheme that would overcome these
difficulties. By learning, it is meant that the structure would learn how it is behaving
upon the application of forces by the semi-active actuator, which is analogous to a child
learning his motor functions. The challenge here is to use an algorithm that would learn
and try to improve following each time step (online learning) rather than having a
complete set of inputs-outputs data and simultaneously learning the function that would
represent the building behaviour (offline learning).
The algorithm proposed in this thesis is a new method to address the problem of training
adaptive structures which is somewhat more realistic than current approaches using
offline learning and easier of implementation.
The text is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 give theoretical information about MR
actuators and machine learning respectively. Section 4 describes the proposed algorithm
using the theory exposed in the previous sections. A simulation assessing the
performance of the algorithm is presented in section 5 and finally, section 6 makes
concluding remarks.
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2.0 MAGNETORHEOLOGICAL ACTUATORS
Magnetorheological actuators are defined by the rheological fluid that gives them their
rheological properties. This particular fluid is made of polarizable and magnetizable
particles that line up upon magnetic excitation, causing a change in the liquid's viscosity
within a few milliseconds (Wu et al., 2004). For a large-scale 180 kN MR damper, this
response would be on the order of 60 milliseconds (Lord Corporation).
Their low power requirement, which is 50 W for a 200 kN damping force (Yang et al.
2002), also makes them very attractive as simply a battery is needed to drive their
responses. This would allow the structure to remain stable under a global power failure
which is probable during a natural disaster. Moreover, if a local power failure is to occur,
MR actuators will act as passive dampers, providing a minimum damping to the
structure.
Magnetorheological actuators are commonly used on mechanical devices in the
transportation industry such as cars, planes and trains. Their first large-scale application
to civil engineering structures only took place in 2001 (Spencer and Nagarajajah, 2003)
to mitigate vibrations of stay cables on a cable-stayed bridge, the Dongting Lake Bridge,
as well as on the Tokyo National Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation. The
main challenge faced by MR actuators is their low force capacity compared to active
devices. So far, the largest MR device manufactured by Lord Corporation has a capacity
of 200 kN. Its characteristics are listed in table 2.1.
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Stroke
Cylinder bore (ID)
Max. input power
Max. force (nominal)
Effective axial pole length
Coils
Fluid r7/r0o dd)
Apparent fluid r7
Fluid 'rfd)max
Gap
Active fluid volume
Wire
Inductance (L)
Coil resistance (R)
±8 eni
10.1@10 cm/s
20.32 cm
<50 W
200,000 N
8.4 cm
3x1050 turns
2x10-' s/Pa
1.3 Pa-s
62 kPa
2 mm
~90 Cn c 3
16 gauge
~6.6 henries
3x7.3 ohms
Table 2.1: Characteristics of a 200 kN MR damper (Yang et al., 2002)
This limited force per actuator results in the need for multiple devices for a large
structure as the prescribed forces are likely to be higher than 200 kN. In the case of the
Dongting Lake Bridge, a single MR actuator was installed on each of the stay cable,
providing each of them with independent control. A multiple installation would require
using a central control scheme, selecting efficient locations and determining a sufficient
number of devices.
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2.1 CONTROL OF MR ACTUATORS
Effective controls are hard to achieve for MR actuators because some of their rheological
properties are problematic to model. One of these properties is the stiction phenomenon,
represented in figure 2.1. It happens when the liquid changes from the pre-yield to post-
yield state at maximum stress. The liquid then starts to flow more rapidly and causes a
sudden decrease in force and a displacement lag. There is also the shear tinning effect
which is observed when displacement oriented servo-controllers are used: as the velocity
approaches zero, there is a rapid decrease of the plastic force (Yang et al., 2004). These
phenomena are shown in figure 2.2.
Stress t
Pre-Yield I Post-Yield
Strain '
Ycritical
Figure 2.1: Stiction phenomenon (Yang et al. 2004)
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Figure 2.2: Force-Displacement relationship (adapted from Yang et al. 2004)
It is possible to neglect the shear tinning effect by using a velocity or acceleration
feedback controller since the control will not risk of prescribing "no control force" as
being the optimal control over a small time step (Ribakov and Gluck 2001). On the other
hand, a pure displacement feedback is likely to cause instability in the system (Connor,
2003). Additionally, it is hard to measure displacements during an earthquake as there is
no absolute reference.
2.1.1 Fuzzy Control
Liu et al (2005) made and experiment on a small scale bridge in order to assess the
performances of four instantaneous control schemes, namely: energy minimization,
Lyapunov, fuzzy logic and variable structure system fuzzy logic. The experimented
bridge was equipped with two MR dampers in parallel between the bridge deck and
abutment. This specific installation in parallel only necessitates a single response of both
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dampers as their forces are added. Hence, the bridge is modeled as a single-degree-of-
freedom (SDOF) system.
The experiment has shown that all control schemes have about the same performances
when it comes to displacement and acceleration control. However, the fuzzy control
scheme was significantly optimal for the energy input prescribed (figure 2.3).
1,20 -
1,00
1 ,0 0 -- - -- -
0,80 062
$ 0,60 - 0,56
0
c 0,40 - 0,320
0,23
0,20 
--
0 0,00
0,00 -
Passike Current on Energy min Lyapunov Fuzzy VSS fuzzy
Control scheme
Figure 2.3: Fraction of electric input used by each control scheme (adapted from Liu et al. 2005)
These control schemes give a good idea of the relative power requested by a logic control
such as the fuzzy logic controller. Fuzzy logic is used with a table of state-output
controls: if xj and X2 happen, then do y. A weakness of fuzzy logic is its application to
multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) systems. While the logic rules are easy to imagine for
a single DOF being controlled, the decision table would contain as many dimension as
the number of DOF observed. Furthermore, such scheme becomes extremely complex for
a decentralized control scheme.
2.1.2 Clipped-Optimal Control
Jansen and Dyke (2000) have studied the performance of five control schemes, namely
Lyapunov, decentralized bang-bang, maximum energy dissipation, clipped-optimal
-15-
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control and modulated homogeneous friction, on a six storeys small scale building with
two MR dampers installed in series, testing control schemes for a MDOF system. The
experiment resulted in the clipped-optimal controller being optimal when it comes to
reducing the acceleration response and, interestingly, it was able to reduce the
acceleration on each storey despite that the MR actuators were only installed on the first
two storeys.
The clipped-optimal strategy is to find a linear optimal controller K, based on the local
structural response and force to determine desired forces (Jansen and Dyke (2000)):
=L- - K, (t)L { (2-1)
where L is the Laplace transform, f the measured control force vector, f, the desired
control force vector, y the observed structural responses.
As the MR actuator's response force is dependant on the local force, the control scheme
can be executed by having a voltage response instead of a direct force, which voltage
controls the actuator's force. Hence, if the force required is equal to the local force, then
the actual voltage remains stable. If the force required is greater and of the same sign as
the local force, then the voltage is increased to the maximum voltage. Otherwise, the
voltage is turned off. This can be written as the following equation:
i =VmaxH(fc - f )f J (2-2)
where H is the heaviside step function, Vmax the maximum voltage (property of the MR
actuator).
Lyapunov and clipped-optimal controls are superior algorithms when it comes to
efficiency in controls (Heo et al., 2006b). In an experiment to develop an algorithm for a
Squeeze Mode MR actuator, Heo et al. (2006b) developed two unified control
- 16-
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algorithms: one based on a Lyapunov Control, the other based on the clipped-optimal
control. A unified control has the advantage to be capable of controlling more than the
first few modes of the structure and to avoid spillover problems. Both algorithms have
shown good and similar performances in the specific experiment and achieved a
reduction of about 30% of energy consumption compared with the passive-on case. The
clipped-optimal, however, was found to be the most effective in displacement reduction
and had an acceleration feedback strategy.
This clipped-optimal control has been used by Cho et al. (2005a) while trying to control
the first few modes of a structure. In their study, the authors are using the H2/LQG
approach to obtain a control matrix to solve for the modal shapes of these first few
modes. The study showed that modal control is an efficient approach to control a
structure with multiple MR actuators, and that it can be efficiently done by only
controlling the first two modes, using acceleration feedback. The challenge faced by
using modal control is to estimate modal shapes of the structure. It would be expensive to
use many sensors to account for the full shape, and using only a few sensors would fail to
derive the full modal shape. It is possible to evaluate these modal shapes by using an
observer. Luenberger observers can be utilized for low noise-to-signal ratios while a
Kalman-Bucy filter is more suitable for high noise-to-signal ratios (Cho et al., 2005a).
2.1.3 Discrete Time Invariant Systems
Describing dynamic systems as discrete time invariant systems can be quite handy when
considering computer programming. A discrete formulation can be derived from the
state-space formulation of the equation of motion:
X=AX + BF + Bgag + B~p (2-3)
where:
X A=[ , B =B LM'EI' Bg =1 - M -K -M 'C_ f E- EZ
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and E is a vector of 1's, Ef is a matrix representing the position of the actuators, M the
mass matrix, C the damping matrix and K the stiffness matrix; F the control force, p an
external force, ag the ground acceleration.
The solution of equation (2-3) can be found using Duhamel integrals where its general
solution has the form:
(2-4)X(t) = e~A('t)Xo + fe A(-)G(r)dr
to
where G(t)= BfF +Bga + BPp.
Considering two times, t±1 and tj, and assuming the system parameters are time invariant
(constant), equation (2-4) is approximated by the following algebraic form:
X+ 1 = e^^ Xi + A -(eAAt - IB agj + BfF ] (2-5)
where At is the sampling time step.
Equation (2-5) is useful when evaluating time step responses. Connor (2003) provides a
more complete derivation of the time invariant system discrete formulation.
It follows that actuators can be controlled using the discrete formulation. A standard
performance index for optimal linear feedback control is:
J = iZX(Q+KTRKf)XJ
2 j=0
(2-6)
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where Xj+i is evaluated using equation (2-5), Q is a diagonal matrix weighting the
displacements, R is a diagonal matrix weighting the forces, Kf is the linear state feedback
matrix. One evaluates Kf by solving the discrete time algebraic Riccati equation based on
the performance index J. Connor (2003) presents an elegant derivation of the final form
of the Riccati equation. This may also be solved using the function DARE in MATLAB
(Connor, 2003).
2.1.4 Predictive Control
It is possible that the rheological properties, combined with the short delay in response,
cause instability into the mitigated system that can be worse than for the case of an
undamped system (Ribakov and Gluck, 2001). Therefore, control systems must be
implemented with care. Ribakov and Gluck (2001) introduced a predictive control that
tries to predict the future response of the system. The algorithm observes the actual
response measured by the sensors at time t for a force that has been applied at time t-1,
and evaluates the future structural response at time t+1 for a force applied at time t. This
process has been developed for a MDOF system where MR actuators were installed in
series in a high-rise structure, which installation in series is highly sensitive to differences
in delay of response as the errors can be amplified. The experiment has resulted in
predictive control to give similar but improved performance as for the instantaneous
control schemes.
It can be noted that the time invariant discrete formulation can be used in a predictive
control scheme. A force can be assumed to be ordered by the control scheme at time t and
applied at time t + At where consequently one would need to find a good displacement
predictor. For instance, Beaver (1999), in order to control a semi-active actuator for a
SDOF system, used a displacement predictor based on the Central Difference Method:
- 19-
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2 m k C m
U =-At_2 U _ + 2At At 2 uj_ _ + _ (-ma. + F) (2-7)
- c c m c j ± F(-
A 2 + 2 + t2+At 2At / At 2At At 2At /
2.1.5 Stability
Stability is a critical issue when it comes to structural control. The previous subsection
highlighted the importance of taking response delays into consideration, but instabilities
may also arise from the sampling time step At and types of feedback. The stability of the
system can be assessed by investigating the eigenvalues of the matrix A in the state space
representation (equation 2-3). To be stable, the real part of these eigenvalues must be
negative.
Connor (2003) shows that pure displacement feedback produces an unstable behaviour
for an undamped system since the real part of the eigenvalues is always positive for any
At. This does not hold for pure velocity feedback, but the real part of the eigenvalues
converges towards a positive value with increasing At and decreasing active damping.
The author gives a good discussion about the stability for MDOF systems.
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2.2 SYSTEM DESIGN
2.2.1 Power Input
MR actuators, as stated previously, have the advantage of requiring a small power input
which is quite beneficial during a general power failure, as the device could rely on a
battery.
Cho et al. (2005b) implemented an electromagnetic induction (EMI) on a 3 kN MR
actuator. The EMI produces voltage by changing kinetic energy into potential energy. It
is capable of producing a voltage output greater than the required input from the actuator
(maximum of 2.5 V in this specific experiment), which would allow the MR actuator to
be used as a smart passive system as no external power source would be needed. Despite
that this may be feasible for a large scale MR actuator, it would be difficult, if not
impossible, to think of utilizing this passive scheme to control such devices in series in
order to create a global force meant to control a large structure.
Moreover, a voltage input is not the optimal input to drive a MR actuator. Current driven
MR devices are optimal as they will induce a response significantly quicker than in the
case of a voltage driven power supply (Yang et al. 2002). As shown in figure 2.4 for the
case of a 20 ton MR damper, a voltage driven power supply will achieve 95% of its final
value in 1 second while it will take 0.06 second for the current driven supply to fall into
the 5% error range.
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0,8 1 1.2
Time (sec)
Figure 2.4 Comparison of current in coils between current driven and voltage driven devices
(Yang et al. 2002)
2.2.2 Placement ofDevices
The optimal number of actuators and positioning can be done heuristically by using
computer simulations. Such a method would need to use as inputs the required damping
forces in every axis (or DOF) and the allowable damping force per MR actuator. This
would give, in a simple fashion, the number of MR actuators needed in each direction.
This has the limitation of providing only the best positioning result among the different
trials.
There exist, however, a more rigorous approach based on motion-based design. This
approach requires to evaluate the mode shapes of the structure and to design the actuating
strategy accordingly. The first mode is a rational control target as it generally accounts
for most of the structural response. The mode shapes can be calculated by determining
- 22 -
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the eigenvectors of the system or one can simply assume a linear shape for the first mode
(not without a loss of accuracy).
The actuator efficiency is based on its location. The effect of an actuator on the global
control of a structure is increasing with the relative displacement of the DOF where it is
acting. The equation of motion for a particular mode of a system with actuators can be
written as (Connor, 2003):
M, qj+c-qT + k qj = fg EF - i- E ui (2-8)
where the left hand-side is the equation of motion of mode j, 4I) is the mode shape of
modej, E is the positioning matrix of the force actuators, F the vector of actuating forces,
Ef is a vector of all ones, fig is the ground acceleration.
It follows that the optimal locations for the actuators will be at the maximum elements of
the mode shape. Conversely, other factors may drive the choice such as the size of one
actuator and its weight where one might one to limit the quantity of devices per DOF.
- 23 -
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3.0 MACHINE LEARNING
3.1 OVERVIEW
Machine learning can be defined as algorithms capable of adapting to improve their
performance throughout experiences (Langley, 1996). The experience is extracted from
an environment, in which knowledge is acquired by learning and adapted by evaluating
its performance. In this specific context, improvement of the algorithm performance,
termed training, and experiences are presented as data containing inputs-outputs pairs.
This relationship is shown in figure 3. 1.
E.........n
..n.p...-.. .....u
.... .. ... ... ...  - - .. ...............
.................. I I ........................................I .........................
- - - ............. I .... .. .. .........   ._ _ .     .............................. .............. . . ...Tra i nt-
........................ .    ........................... ................................ - .. I ............................  ..................
Figure 3.1: Interaction diagram for machine learning. The dashed line indicates an optional link
(adapted from Langley, 1996)
3.1.1 Online versus Offline Learning
In machine learning, the way training is performed can be distinguished into two classes:
online and offline learning. Online learning refers to training algorithms at subsequent
time steps, often associated with time series problems. In opposition, offline learning is
simultaneously training algorithms with already available data sets. Figure 3.2 is a
modification of figure 3.1 expressing the difference between online and offline learning.
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Figure 3.2: Interaction diagram representing the difference between online and offline learning
Most researches have focused on offline learning (Langley, 1996), resulting in abundant
literature and applications using this scheme. However, the field of structural control uses
many time series data. One can easily think of building excitations or responses with
respect to time. In consideration, online learning merits particular attention.
Usually, algorithms using online learning require prior knowledge, such as an expected
behaviour or a probability distribution, in order to attain a certain level of accuracy
because there only exists a limited number of data. It results that a challenge in building
an online learning algorithm is to achieve acceptable stability and performance at an early
stage.
3.1.2 Supervised and Unsupervised Learning
The way the algorithms are evaluated depends on the degree of supervision which can be
categorized as supervised and unsupervised learning.
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Supervised learning uses inputs-outputs to evaluate performances. Hence, the correct step
is known for each observation, which is quite handy for function approximation or
classification problems. This type of feedback is used in the majority of researches
(Langley, 1996).
Unsupervised learning uses outputs as the only available data. This type of feedback
commonly addresses classification problems whereas the algorithm will try to establish
different patterns in order to achieve classification.
Structural control can provide inputs-outputs pairs such as forces-displacements. Hence,
it is appropriate to use supervised learning feedback. For this reason, this section presents
two machine learning techniques, feed-forward neural networks and kernels, under the
supervised learning paradigm. They could, however, be adapted for unsupervised
learning.
-27-
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3.2 ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
As the name suggests, artificial neural networks (ANNs) are inspired by biology,
mimicking the human neurons. For the purpose of comparing ANNs with biological
neurons, figure 3.3 shows a simplified schematic. A biological neuron can send a signal
to other neurons only if the sum of the excitation received from its dendrites is above a
certain threshold. If it does send a signal, the neuron is said to fire. The signal then
proceeds from the axon to dendrites of adjacent neurons through synapses (Russell and
Norvig, 2003).
Dendrites
Synapses
Axon
Cell Body Nucleus
Figure 3.3: Simplified schematic of a human neuron
An artificial node is based on this biological knowledge (figure 3.4). The input links
(dendrites) are multiplied by connection weights and added up together with a bias
weight (the activation threshold) as an input function. The artificial neuron will process
the information with respect to an activation function (cell body) and generate an output
that will be directed to other neurons (axon) (Winston, 1992).
-28-
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Bias Weight
Connection
Weights
Input Input Activation Output
Links Function Function Output Links
Figure 3.4: An artificial neuron (adapted from Russel and Norvig, 2003)
It follows that artificial neurons are set into a network. The network is built in order to
receive inputs, process these inputs internally and finally generate outputs. In other
words, ANNs are algorithms used to fit an unknown function and generate predictions
based on inputs.
3.2.1 ANNs Architecture
ANNs were originally composed of a single layer. In the 1980's, intensive research has
resulted in the discovery of feed-forward multilayer neural networks (Annema, 1995).
Feed-forward multilayer neural networks are composed of several hidden layers
comprised between an input and an output layer. They are called feed-forward because
the input in processed forwardly until the output. There exist, however, many kinds of
ANNs, among which the recurrent networks, where the outputs are proceeded back into
the system. These last are currently attracting significant attention in research for their
ability to handle time series data. A complete description of the types of neural networks
is given in Hagan et al. (1996). Figure 3.5 shows a two-layer (hidden) neural network.
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Figure 3.5: A two-layer feed-forward neural network (Jung and Kwon, 2004)
The challenge in using ANNs resides in the ability to choose consistent activation
functions, to design a correct number of nodes (neurons) and layers, and to assign proper
connection weights. All of these are, of course, interconnected.
1
Activation functions are typically the sigmoid function or a simple linear(1+e x)
function. The sigmoid function is generally preferred over a step function because it is
smooth and does not necessitate an "if' function. In the case of the sigmoid function, the
bias weight represents the threshold as its purpose is to shift the function, setting the
value above which the node will fire. The linear function will allow the output to match
the desired order of response. There exists, however, several other useful activation
functions and they can be found in Hagan et al. 1996.
The number of nodes and layers can be established upon ANNs theorems. One of the
most powerful of these theorems is the Kolmogorov theorem establishing that a two-layer
neural network with 2N+1 nodes in the first layer can exactly fit any function of a
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N-dimensional input space, provided suitable activation functions and N>2 (Annema,
1995). Consequently, most of the designed neural networks use two hidden layers, which
simplifies computations and response time. However, there is the risk of over-fitting a
function that would result in inaccurate prediction results (Winston, 1992).
Assigning proper weights to a neural net can be tricky but is certainly the most attractive
feature of the ANNs. ANNs are used for their ability to learn from past experience, an
already existing set of inputs-outputs for the system, and adapt its connection weights as
well as its bias weights to imitate the environment. Hence, the user task is not to assign
these weights but to properly train the network with efficient algorithms.
Because of this ability to adapt through training and to mimic functions, neural nets are
intelligent systems that may be effectively used to control structures: there is no need to
evaluate the system properties such as mass and stiffness, and the ANN will take care of
the system non-linear behaviour provided proper discretization of the structure and tuning
of the network. This network, once designed, has to be properly trained. Considering a
supervised learning feedback scheme, the most common and efficient way of training
networks is called back-propagation training.
3.2.2 Back-Propagation Training
Back-propagation training of feed-forward networks is extensively used in training neural
nets. As the name suggests, the connection weights on the last layer are upgraded and
carried over to the next layer backward until the first layer. The network tries to minimize
a performance function such as (typically):
J =I(OutN Outd) 2(3-1)
where the outputs of the ANN are compared with the desired outputs from the training
sample.
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The influence of each connection weights of a layer on the global network outputs is
computed and modified in order to achieve a better performance. This is done by taking
the derivative of the performance function with respect to the connection weights. Hence,
the update of a connection weight between node i of layer m to nodej of layer n will be:
A Wm - = -q (3-2)
9Im-*jn
where 77 is the learning rate. This method is called the steepest gradient descent.
One of the main issues about back-propagation is the convergence of the model
(Winston, 1992). There is no guarantee whatsoever that the neural net will hit a global
minimum, nor will converge to any minima. The convergence issue can be minimized by
proper architecture of nodes and layers and ensuring a well-posed problem. A problem is
considered as well-posed if a unique solution exists and this solution depends on the
continuity of the data, a famous principle formulated by Hadamard. Moreover, to avoid
local minima, a commonly used strategy is to train the ANN a few times with different
initial connection weights. Figure 3.6 illustrates this phenomenon: two starting points will
lead to a local minimum while three other starting points will lead to the global
minimum.
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Figure 3.6: Representation of a convergence to a local minimum and a global minimum
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3.3 KERNELS
A kernel can be seen as a technique used to do regressions in high dimensions, where its
objective is to learn a function that will use an input vector X to predict an output vector
Y. In fact, a kernel learning algorithm serves the same purpose as an ANN: it will find a
black box that reproduces an unknown function based on examples of inputs-outputs and
will thereafter be used as a predictor. However, kernels are built differently and offer
many computational advantages, as demonstrated in this section. The kernel, by itself, is
a dot product in a feature space where data are mapped by a certain function (Sch6lkopf
and Smola, 2001):
D : N --> 93" (3-3)
where 4D is the mapping function. Note that in the context of this research, outputs are
scalars. Consequently, for simplicity of notations, this section derives the kernel theory
assuming scalar outputs (n = 1).
A kernel can therefore be written as:
k(x.,x 1 ) = ((3(x-)(4x)))
The kernel will be defined by
used kernels comprise:
- Linear kernel: k(xi, x1 )
- Polynomial kernel: k(xi , x1)
- Gaussian kernel: k(xi, x1 )
the type of mapping function used. Examples of widely
= X TXJ
= (X TXJ +1)n
|x,-x ||
= 
Ce
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The term k(xi , xj) is frequently written as Kij. From the listed common kernels, one can
observe than the kernel matrix has the property to be positive semi-definite and
symmetric, which saves computation time as the matrix can be decomposed using
Cholesky factorization. In addition, this matrix can be imagined as several measures of
vector proximity (Sch6lkopf and Smola, 2001), which similarities, multiplied by weights,
will give an approximation of the output. Hence, any function can be written as (called
the representer theorem):
nf(-)= Yck(,xi) (3-5)
i=1
It follows that the objective is to solve for the coefficients ci which will best fit the
function, fitness subjected to smoothness constraints. The next subsection shows how it is
done using regularized least squares.
3.3.1 Regularized Least Squares
A regression can usually be achieved by minimizing with respect to a cost function
n
v: v(f(Xi), Y). However, when regularization is not used, the problem becomes
directly ill-posed and there is a risk of overfitting data (Rifkin and Lipert (2007)). In
order to reinstate the well-posedness of the problem, a regularizer is introduced to the
minimization which penalizes terms that are non-smooth or too complex:
- 2 , called the Tikhonov regularizer (3-6)
2
where X is a coefficient setting the required smoothness. This leads to the Tikhonov
regularization problem:
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in V(f (Xi), Y) + Ajf 12(3-7)
where H is the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) and k the kernel function. A
RKHS is a space where, in particular, a function k exists such that:
Kf, k(xi,.)) = f(x) for all f e H (3-8)
and Kk(x,,-),k(x,-)) = k(x ,x1 ) (3-9)
The general solution for the Tikhonov regularization problem is:
C =[K+ U] IY (3-10)
which derivation is shown in Evgeniou et al., 2000.
3.3.2 Kernels Architecture
When using a kernel, it is useful for the user to have prior knowledge of the type of
relationship that has to be learned. For instance, a linear kernel will reflect a linear black-
box while the Gaussian kernel will give nonlinear decision boundaries in the original data
space. Conversely, for the Gaussian kernel, the estimation of an output from given inputs
that are far away from the known examples may lead to a high inaccuracy.
Just like ANNs, kernels have to be tuned. The elements of the input vectors may need to
be properly scaled to obtain consistent comparisons. Also, the user must select a good
value for X which, in practice, is often established heuristically or by cross-validation. In
addition, if one uses a Gaussian kernel, the parameter a has to be wisely chosen. A very
large a will produce a kernel matrix of all ones while a small a will give a kernel that
looks like the identity matrix.
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To show the importance of selection and tuning, a simulation has been done in
MATLAB. The simulation consists of a 5 nodes shear beam with assigned arbitrary
stiffnesses. 400 random forces, between 0 and 1000 N, have been applied on each node
and the real displacement obtained using the inversion of the stiffness matrix. A
significant error has been added to the results to show the difference in kernels. Two
kernels have been used: a linear and a Gaussian kernel. Figure 3.7 shows the original data
as well as both kernels trying to reproduce these data. Figure 3.8 shows the same
relationship, but with X being 10 times smaller.
It can be observed from both figures that the Gaussian kernel is close to the obtained
values while the linear kernel reproduces a plane in the 3D space. Also, an increase in X
does not significantly affect much the linear kernel but has a high impact on the
smoothness of the Gaussian kernel. Hence, in this situation, if the user knew the linear
relationship of the system and the occurrence of some noise, the linear kernel would have
been a wise choice. However, if that relationship was unknown but the user was still
aware of the noise, a Gaussian kernel with a X of the same magnitude as the input is a
conservative procedure for a good smoothness. Otherwise, if it is known that no noise
exists, a Gaussian with a small X would better fit the known data.
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Proposed Algorithm
4.0 PROPOSED ALGORITHM
4.1 PROBLEM
One of the main difficulties for semi-active and active control arises from the non-linear
dynamic behaviour of structures and mutual dependency of the plant state and the control
force, represented in figure 4.1.
stat, tie istate, time i+1
interaction force
feedforward Coto cutrfeedback
Idecision
Figure 4.1: Interaction diagram for an active/semi-active control scheme (adapted from Dyke et al., 1995)
In addition, to control MR actuators, most of the suggested control schemes do not model
the actuator's response delay, and it is known that a lag in the actuator response can lead
to a significant inefficiency in control and can even lead to the instability of the system. It
goes without saying that MR actuators are hard to model which difficulty arises from
their rheological fluid properties. Many attempts have been made to properly model the
actuator, but the stiction phenomena as well as the shear tinning effect (section 2.1) still
cause estimation issues.
Also, control schemes assume full knowledge of the structure state and properties. It
means that the dynamic states (accelerations, velocities and displacements) of all degrees
of freedom are known, and that the masses, damping and stiffnesses are appropriately
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estimated. In real situations, accelerations and displacements data can be obtained with
the use of accelerometers and strain gauges (provided that the strain gauge is located in a
bracing) respectively. Conversely, velocities are unknown and can only be estimated
through the integration of the acceleration which may lead to an inaccurate estimator.
Regarding the system properties, they can be properly estimated for normal geometries,
but they may be inaccurate for complicated ones.
For these reasons, it is attempted here to propose a control scheme where only the
accelerations and displacements are known at a specific time. The idea of using machine
learning is to have the structure "learn" its behaviour upon some excitations. Hence,
modeling rheological properties would not be necessary as the system can "know" the
reaction of the plant with respect to the input of a certain voltage.
Some attempts have been made using machine learning strategies, such as artificial
neural networks and kernels, but they have the weakness of using offline learning.
Offline learning is feasible when one thinks of computer simulations and small scale
models. However, for large scale structures, the structural behaviour upon an earthquake
is unknown until a first earthquake happens, whereas the control scheme will be
untrained and inefficient. It is possible, however, to build a similar plant and run
destructive tests in order to train the network, which involves tremendous economic
expenses.
Therefore, the proposed scheme will use online learning. Online learning, when
considering earthquakes, is difficult to achieve as earthquakes usually strike with high
intensities in a very short period of time whereas the algorithm must perform well in
order to prevent structural damages. The following subsection describes the proposed
algorithm and the next section assesses its performances.
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4.2 ALGORITHM
4.2.1 Selecting Forces
Online learning can be achieved through the use of many machine learning techniques
such as artificial neural networks and kernels. For the addressed problem, kernels are
preferred over ANNs for practicality. ANNs can be used accurately for linear continuous
systems provided that the structure is properly discretized, but it is not necessarily the
case for nonlinear structures (Sanner and Slotine, 1992). Moreover, the gradient descent
method gives no convergence guarantees, as discussed previously, as the ANN would
necessitate proper online tuning of its parameters, such as the number of hidden layers,
nodes and connections.
Classical control can be seen as the application of a force upon a certain state of the
structure:
U, 1 = Cx +Df + (4-1)
where Ut+1 is the output vector, C and D are coefficient matrices, x is the state of the
structure,f is the applied force and E is the noise. The state x comes from the state-space
representation of the equation of motion expressed previously (equation 2-3) and
rewritten here for convenience:
x = Ax + B f + Bgiig (4-2)
The idea of the control scheme is to have the kernel learning algorithm to estimate the
state of the structure at time t and predict a force based on this state. The state is
estimated using the following data:
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Ui't-j
X= (4-3)
e - t- f 3xDOF+3
with the associated applied forces:
Y = F I
for i = 1 to the number of degrees of freedom; j= 0,1, k =0,1,2, ,ie is the acceleration of
the node where the force is applied.
The elements of the X matrix are scaled such that all the elements are of about the same
order of magnitude, which will facilitate tuning of the kernel. This scaling rule is
rationalized by an equal importance of each input element. As the two first groups of
terms of the input vector are generally of the same order of magnitude, only the
acceleration has to be scaled which can be done approximately.
The mapping function of the kernel is a Gaussian function as the structural behaviour is
known to be non-linear:
- Ixi-Xj
K 1j = e 2 (4-4)
where ij = 1 to number of observations, a is chosen appropriately in accordance with the
magnitude of the inputs in order to obtain a good distribution of the values in the kernel
matrix. A good a would give an exponent of the order of-10-' to 102.
As discussed previously, the solution of the Kernel is
C= [K-J]_'Y (4-5)
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In this case, a wisely chose X would be such that it gives good, but not too sensitive,
results. Consequently, a correct X would be of the same order of magnitude as the inputs.
The issue here is that the kernel has only one null force as the output example at time 1
and will therefore always output a force F = 0 for any state, unless the forces are adapted
with some learning rules whereas the algorithm is not expected to converge quickly
enough to give a descent performance. In order to solve this issue, a synthetic
observation, here termed upper bound, is introduced among the set of real observations.
This upper bound uses input values that would necessitate an optimal force:
Xt+i =U~ { (Ut-~up It14 = {Fmax } (4-6)
up
where the upper bounds are user-determined and, to make sense, have to be large but do
not necessarily have to be larger than the maximum values (as they are considered as
unknowns), and Fax is a physical property of the MR actuator used. It will be shown
later that the upper bound inputs can be any values, as long as Fa, is used. The upper
bound will not provoke inaccuracy if ever it falls outside the trends of data because of the
well-posedness of the problem and the X parameter. Additionally, the influence of the
synthetic observation is limited in a high dimension space as it represents only one
specific point of the space.
It follows that the kernel learning algorithm will be able to determine the Euclidian
distance between two states and derive an output that will be included between 0 and Fm,
(as Fax is invariably set as the maximum allowable force) for its first and subsequent
approximations.
Using kernels comes at the expense of computation time. To be consistent, running the
algorithm should take less time than the sampling time step itself. Dealing with a 50x50
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kernel matrix is close to this limit (for a code not written by an expert in computer
programming). For this reason, a "running" kernel is introduced. This kernel will only
take the last 50 entries of the system, except for the first 50 time steps where it will use
all of them, plus the upper bound. This also increases the controller accuracy as the
kernel only keeps the latest updated results.
It is important to point out that in a real experiment, the voltage would be selected rather
than the force, which would prevent the user from evaluating the needed voltage with
respect to the prescribed force. For simplicity, only the reaction of the actuator with
respect to the voltage, which is the force, has been modeled.
4.2.2 Applying Forces
Once a force is selected by the kernel learning algorithm, it is applied to the system
following some physical rules. A distinction has to be made between the targeted DOF
uc, which is what is meant to be globally controlled, and the ue the DOF where the force
is applied. It must be said that the decision whether to apply a force or not will be made
with respect to ue rather than u 1. The reason is that it is preferable to directly control for
this DOF because the earthquake can excite all modes of the structure. Hence, a 3 DOF
shear beam could find its second and third modes more excited than the first one. Trying
to directly control for the top node while having the actuator at the first node might be
problematic in this case as the direction of displacements and velocities of these two
nodes might not coincide. In the algorithm, the targeted DOF uc will be passively
controlled by serving as the performance index.
This statement has been briefly tested in the simulation and does give better results than trying to control
directly for the targeted node. This could be investigated in further works.
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The force application rules are as follows:
* Apply the force if the acceleration goes in the same direction as the velocity.
" This force is opposite to the direction of the degree of freedom displacement
where the force is applied, ue.
" For simulation purposes, the force cannot be larger than the mass of the building
times the acceleration of the degree of freedom where the force is applied
(specific to a MR actuator since it can only resist a force).
* Apply the force only if the structure is found to be in an earthquake state (which
could be evaluated with prior accelerations).
4.2.3 Adapting Forces
Once the force has been applied, the learning algorithm has to evaluate its performance
and adjust the predicted force with a better value that could have been predicted in order
to increase the accuracy of the controller.
The learning rule follows that the prediction will be updated only if a force has been
applied. If this is the case and the acceleration of the controlled DOF has increased, the
prediction will be reduced using the following rule:
Fpredictiont =Fprediction, - (4.7)
where n is the learning rate, uc the targeted DOF displacement. The learning rate may be
small and increase if the performance, here the absolute displacement of the targeted
DOF, comes close to its value. This will ensure that the predictor does not fall into a
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negative value or above Fmnax. Conversely, if the acceleration has decreased, the predictor
will be augmented using the following rule:
F =F
F Ni U
prediction F ct+
Fmax 77x
+ 1-
-46-
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4.2.4 Algorithm Diagram
Figure 4.2 shows the algorithm in the form of a diagram.
U1,t-U2,t'--.,ul't
target uc
EQ? "",F, =0
yes
state statet-1
statet-2
F 0 no si gn (i c)= sign(u ,, - u )ct stateound
yes Fprediction,t-1
Fpredicton,t-2
Kernel Learning ...
Fprediction,t Algorithm 
Fmax
t
F, = -F -sign(u - U,)
yencti >0Iictl Iic,tI>
yes q no
F = F + ( - F-ax ) .
F mx )
Figure 4.2: Algorithm diagram (relative to time t)
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5.0 SIMULATION
5.1 METHODOLOGY
In order to assess its efficiency, the algorithm has been compared to the experiment made
by Dyke et al., 1996. In this well known experiment, a MR actuator is used to control a
3 storey scaled building and is controlled by a clipped-optimal control strategy. Figure
5.1 shows the setup for the experiment.
ag
Figure 5.1: Experiment setup (adapted from Dyke et al., 1996)
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These properties have been implemented in a MATLAB code and the response has been
obtained using the general solution for a time invariant MDOF system as described
previously (equation 2-5) and rewritten here for convenience (setting P = 0).
Xj+1 = e^^' X + A-(eAAt - I jBa, , + BF ] (4-9)
where for this specific case F is the applied force defined from the predicted force.
The algorithm has been tuned using the following coefficients:
" ii scaled with a factor of 1000 in order to obtain a magnitude ~10-3 for inputs
* a = 0.1, following the selection rule explained previously
" X= 0.002, following the selection rule explained previously
n = 0.00 1 m, and is multiplied by 10 if iWI > n/2
* Fmax = 1000 N, to be consistent with the experiment
0.01
X,1 = 0.001f , arbitrarily and consistent with magnitudes
10.005
The MATLAB code used for the simulation is presented in appendix A.
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5.2 RESULTS
The following subsections will show the performances of the algorithm for the three-
storey building described previously.
5.2.1 Algorithm versus Classical Control (Extreme Scenario)
The El Centro earthquake has been simulated to be consistent with the experiment and
scaled by a factor of 5 to be consistent with the structure size. El Centro is an impulsive
earthquake. Therefore, it is an ultimate test to assess the performance of online learning
as the building must "learn" its behaviour quickly.
Figure 5.2 shows the performance for storey displacements and compares with the third
storey displacement obtained by Dyke et al. (figure 5.32) while figure 5.4 shows the
acceleration of each storey and compares the last storey acceleration with the control
obtained by Dyke et al.. (figure 5.52), over 5 seconds (equivalent to 25 seconds for large
scale). In this subsection, the output forces are not compared since the algorithm
prescribes point forces (bang-bang controller) while the clipped-optimal strategy uses
continuous forces.
The results obtained from the simulation show a good performance of the algorithm.
However, it does not perform as well as the clipped-optimal control for the displacements
while this relationship is inverted for the accelerations of the two last storeys. Table 5.1
summarizes the optimal values to compare the simulation and the experiment. Note that
with the algorithm there is no direct attempt to control for acceleration.
2 there is a lag of-0.5 seconds in the earthquake time in the experiment by Dyke et al. with respect to this
simulation
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DOF Uncontrolled Algorithm Clipped-Optimal Peak Reduction Peak Reduction(Dyke et al., 1996) Algorithm (%) Clipped-Optimal (%)
u, (cm) 0.55 0.182 0.114 66.9 79.3
u2 (cm) 0.837 0.264 0.185 68.5 77.9
u3(cm) 0.974 0.318 0.212 67.4 78.2
ii, (g) 1.06 1.26 0.71 -18.9 33.0
R2 (g) 1.12 0.645 0.753 42.4 32.8
U3 (g) 1.51 0.681 0.717 54.9 52.5
Table 5.1: Comparison of optimal values - classical control case
Conversely, the relative performance of the algorithm with respect to the experiment
would be expected to be significantly better for a real structure because of all the
unknowns and difficulties explained in the previous section. Additionally, the proposed
algorithm is not sensitive to noise as it will adapt according to the entire system
behaviour.
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Figure 5.2: Storey displacements over 5 seconds, El Centro earthquake
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Figure 5.3: Dyke et al. (1996) results, third storey displacement
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5.2.2 Algorithm versus Passive
In what follows, the algorithm will be compared with two passive-on strategies, when the
current is set to a constant value to provide a constant force reaction. The tested constant
forces are 1000 N, the maximum force, and its half, 500 N.
Figures 5.6 to 5.9 compare results with the passive cases using the El Centro Earthquake.
Table 5.2 summarizes the optimal values. When comparing the algorithm with the
passive-on 1000 N case, displacement mitigation is quite similar (67.4% reduction of the
third storey displacement obtained with the algorithm and 64.5% with passive-on
1000 N), but the passive-on requires 44.2% more energy for such performance. The
passive-on 500 N case returns worse performances on displacements.
Regarding acceleration, since all strategies do not directly attempt to control for these
degrees of freedom, it is not easy to compare them together. However, it can be observed
that the passive-on 1000 N case exhibits significantly higher accelerations at all levels
while the passive-on 500 N does significantly better at controlling the acceleration at the
first floor.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of storey displacements and applied forces - passive 1000 N
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DOF Uncontrolled Algorithm Passive Passive(1000 N) (500 N)
u, (cm) 0.55 0.182 0.176 0.210
u2 (cm) 0.837 0.264 0.288 0.315
u3 (cm) 0.974 0.318 0.346 0.376
ii, (g) 1.06 1.26 1.571 0.811
U2 (g) 1.12 0.645 0.581 0.637
a (g) 1.51 0.681 0.806 0.662
Total Applied 0 267 385 222
Forces (kN)*
* over 5 seconds
DOF Peak Reduction Peak Reduction Peak Reduction
Algorithm (%) Passive-1000N (%) Passive-50ON (%)
u, (cm) 66.9 68.0 61.8
u2 (cm) 68.5 65.6 62.4
u3 (cm) 67.4 64.5 61.4
ii, (g) -18.9 -48.2 23.5
u 2 (g) 42.4 48.1 43.1
ii (g) 54.9 46.6 56.2
Table 5.2: Comparison of optimal values - passive cases
5.2.3 Algorithm for Different Earthquakes
This subsection compares the algorithm performance for five earthquakes. It is primordial
for the algorithm to perform well over different kinds of earthquake because it is not
tuned for any specific one. A good online learning algorithm is expected to be capable to
adapt any external situation and succeeding in this task partly assesses its stability.
The five tested earthquakes are summarized in table 5.3 and their performances shown
from figure 5.10 to figure 5.14. The time scale represents the scaled earthquake which
would be 5 times longer for large scale structures. A comparison of the performances is
shown in table 5.4.
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Max Max Max
Acceleration Velocity Displacement Duration
Eartguake Description (g) (cm/s) (cm) (seconds)
Imperial Valley, El Centro
Imperial Valley May 18, 1940, 180 degrees 0.296 23.6 13.3 39.99
Mexico City, Station I
Mexico City September 19, 1985, 180 degrees 0.161 57.4 21.9 180.1
Northridge, Santa Monica, City Hall Grounds
Northridge January 17, 1994, 90 degrees 0.753 41.7 8.88 39.98
San Fernando, Pocoima Dam
San Fernando February 9, 1971, 254 degrees 0.849 54.3 11.7 41.63
Kern County, Taft Lincoln School
Kern County July 21, 1952, 111 degrees 0.152 8.99 8.99 54.15
Table 5.3: Earthquakes summary
Earthquake Imperial Valley Mexico City Northridge San Fernando Kern County
Peak Displacement 0.974 0.347 0.482 1.92 0.542Uncontrolled (cm)
Peak Reduction 0.318 0.184 0.232 1.25 0.100Algorithm (cm) 
_______
Reduced Peak Displacement 67.4 47.0 51.9 34.9 81.5Algorithm (%) I I I I I _I
Table 5.4: Summary of results
The results show significant performances for the algorithm. Figure 5.11 illustrates an
interesting feature of the controller. It can be observed that the algorithm continues to
output large forces for low displacements and velocities. This is due to the fact that the
algorithm is ran for a longer time (35 seconds) where learning can no longer take place
since the controlled displacements are close to zero. It results that the controller must be
turned off after the earthquake (rationalizing the force application rule about the
earthquake state) and that the algorithm has to be reset to null values after the earthquake.
However, since these performances are significantly different for all earthquakes, the
algorithm must be compared with the passive-on case to ensure that these differences are
due to the earthquake types (clustered accelerations, early high peak...) and properties
(maximum ground acceleration, maximum ground displacement...). This comparison is
done in section 5.2.5. The next subsection investigates the sensitivities of the tuning
parameters to address the algorithm stability.
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5.2.4 Sensitivity of Parameters
The previous section showed that the algorithm is stable when tested with different
earthquakes. This section will look at sensitivity of the tuning parameters. These are: the
learning rate n, the fitting smoothness X and the upper bound for the maximum force.
Figure 5.15 shows the results for the learning rate n tested with the El Centro earthquake,
the extreme scenario. It can be observed that the performance is not sensitive to n.
Sensitivity of the learning rate
0.01 0.1
learning rate (log scale)
+ lamba = 0.002
-M- lamba = 0.001
101
Figure 5.15: Sensitivity of the learning rate
Figure 5.16 shows the results for the smoothness parameter . The performance is more
sensitive to X than for the learning rate n. From the smoothness analysis, the selection
rule proposed for X, being that X should be of the same order of magnitude as the input
data (here around 0.002) shows an acceptable stability in performance.
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The upper bound parameter has been tested with the original parameters for the learning
rate (r = 0.001) and smoothness (X = 0.002). These user-defined inputs can be grouped
as:
Xt+ = d (5-1)
where the subscript u is for displacement terms, d for the terms expressing the difference
in displacements and a for the acceleration terms. The original parameters are u = 0.01;
Od= 0.001; O3a = 0.005.
All the f have been scaled from 102 to 10-2 and the peak displacements for the third
storey compared along with the total applied forces over time for the El Centro, Mexico
City and Northridge earthquakes. The results from the analysis show that the
performances were strictly invariable with respect to the upper bound, as long as the
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upper bound is there. Otherwise, the algorithm will not converge quickly enough to
perform well if it is only helped by its learning rules. Figure 5.17 shows the algorithm
performances with no upper bound.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Time (s)
3
Time (s)
2 4
Figure 5.17: Performance without upper bound (El Centro)
The sensitivity analysis shows that the upper bound inputs could have been any numbers,
and there might have been a more efficient way to introduce it in the algorithm. However,
the upper bound has been kept and assigned fixed values according to selection rules for
clarity regarding its purpose.
This subsection shows that the algorithm is stable with respect to its tuning parameters,
but one should be careful in selecting the smoothness parameter X.
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5.2.5 Algorithm versus Passive-On 1000 N- All Five Earthquakes
In this subsection, the algorithm is compared with the passive-on 1000 N for all five
earthquakes. Figures 5.18 to 5.22 graph the displacement profiles. Except for the case of
the San Fernando (Pacoima) earthquake, the algorithm does slightly better at mitigating
vibrations. What differentiates Pacoima from the others is its high intensity. Hence, for
this case, the input data are not optimally scaled since the building acceleration is
expected to be greater than for the other cases. Otherwise, it means that the algorithm
gives more importance to the building acceleration: if the building experiences
accelerations too far apart from the known ones, the predicted forces will be reduced.
This can be observed in figure 5.13 where the controller prescribed less forces when the
earthquake stroke.
This special case shows that the inputs have to be scaled according to the intensity of the
earthquake. It is not wrong to assume, though, that the magnitude of intensities can be
approximated according to the region and type of soil, whereas the user would be able to
scale the inputs with prior knowledge. Additionally, another option would be to change
the algorithm such that an automatic scaling of the inputs takes place if the magnitudes
become too far apart.
Table 5.5 summarizes the performances for the optimal values where it is shown that the
algorithm uses far less energy for a similar performance.
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Earthquake Imperial Valley Mexico City Northridge San Fernando Kern County
Peak Displacement 0.974 0.347 0.482 1.92 0.542
PeakDisplacement 0.318 0.184 0.232 1.25 0.100
Peak Displacement 0.346 0.192 0.258 0.953 0.131Passive-i 000N (cm) 
______
Reduced Peak Displacement 67.4 46.9 51.9 34.9 81.5
Algorithm (%)
Reduced Peak Displacement 64.5 44.6 46.5 50.4 75.8Passive-100ON (%)
Total Applied Forces 267 1640 228 647 679Algorithm (kN)_______________
Total Applied Forces 385 2170 351 897 1140Passive-1 ON (kN)
Running Time (s) 5 35 5 8 10
Applied Force / Second 53.4 46.9 45.6 80.9 67.9Algorithm_(kN) 
_______ 
______________________
Applied Force / Second 77.0 62.0 70.2 112 114Passive-100ON (kN) 
-_-
Table 5.5: Comparison of performances for all five earthquakes - algorithm versus passive-on 1000 N
It follows that the San Fernando case has been tested with scales of 10 000 and 100 000
rather than 1 000. Results are illustrated in figures 5.23 and 5.24, and summarized in
table 5.6. The performance of the algorithm has significantly increased, but is still
underneath the passive-on case results. Also, it can be observed that when the
accelerations are excessively scaled, the algorithm will start to be insensitive high new
displacement inputs. This shows that the proposed scheme has a limitation towards
earthquakes of clustered acceleration types.
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Peak Displacement 1.25 1.01 0.978Algorithm (cm)
Peak Reduction 34.9 47.4 49.0Algorithm (%)
Total Applied Forces 251 400 432Algorithm (kN)
running time (s) 3 3 3
applied force /
second - algorithm 83.7 133 144
(kN)
Table 5.6: Summary of results for San Fernando earthquake
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Conclusion
6.0 CONCLUSION
The proposed algorithm is a first step towards online learning for structural control in
civil engineering. It performs well at mitigating vibrations for low energy costs and is
able to do well for different situations without any additional tuning. It does not perform
as well as classical control does, but as stated previously, its relative performance with
respect to classical controls would be expected to be better for large-scale situations.
When compared to the passive case with full current input, the proposed algorithm does
similarly with significantly lower energy input. However, some extreme situations such
as the San Fernando earthquake might require proper scaling of inputs or a new version
of the algorithm allowing automatic scaling.
Invariably, the proposed algorithm has some limitations. First, it still requires a
significant quantity of sensors: a strain gauge and an accelerometer per storey. It might be
possible to adapt the control scheme to only have some selected DOFs dynamic
responses as input. A second limitation is its performance regarding clustered
acceleration type earthquakes, as discussed in section 5. Additionally, the algorithm is
sometime sensitive to scaling of input elements data whereas one has to pay particular
attention during setup. It also has to be said that the simulation has been done with
MATLAB and that some assumptions have been introduced in the model, such as the
maximum reaction forces of the actuator. An effort has been made to build this
simulation rigorously and as close as possible to the reality.
Magnetorheological actuators, by themselves, are capable of mitigating earthquake
vibrations upon a general power failure as they can run on small batteries. This online
algorithm is a promising step towards a broad implementation of magnetorheological
actuators since it does not require full knowledge of the structure or the actuator and can
adapt to external situations. In addition, it could adjust regardless of the location of the
actuators and their allowable forces, which is essential for MR actuators since their
maximum forces are limited.
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It would be interesting to extend the algorithm for decentralized control of multiple
actuators and assess its performance. Also, a large-scale experiment would allow better
comparison of results with respect to classical theory. Moreover, as suggested in the text,
the algorithm could be adapted to have automatic scaling of inputs and to control with a
limited number of sensors for a MDOF structure. Finally, the algorithm could be
evaluated upon distributed loads such as strong winds.
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APPENDIX A - MATLAB CODE
This appendix presents the MATLAB code used for the simulation. Note that it has not
been written by an expert in computer programming and that consequently, it can easily
be optimized. The average running time of this code with a 1.50 GHz / 512 Mb RAM
laptop is 7.4 milliseconds per time step.
clear all; clf;
dt=0 .02/5;
steps=6/dt;
int=50;
delay=5;
% Get Earthquake Data
load ElCentroNS.txt
ag elcentro=ElCentroNS(:,2)*9.81;
%load Mexcit2.txt
%ag mexico=Mexcit2(:,2)*9.81;
%load Nridge2.txt
%agnorthridge=Nridge2(:,2)*9.81;
%load Pacoimal.txt
%agpacoima=Pacoimal (: ,2) *9.81;
%load Kernl.txt
%agkern=Kern1(:,2)*9.81;
Fmax=10 00;
for i=l:steps
p_ag(i)=agelcentro(i);
end
% Structure Properties
M=eye (3) *98.3;
C=[175,-50,0;-50,100,-50;0,-50,50];
K=le5*[12,-6.84,0;-6.84,13.7,-6.84;0,-6.84,6.84];
I=eye(3); Itwo=eye(2); Isix=eye(6); Z=zeros(3);
A= [Z, I; -inv(M) *K, -inv(M) *C]
Bg=[0;0;0;-1;-l;-1];
Ef=[1;0;0];
Bf=[0;0;0;inv(M)*Ef]
% Uncontrolled Response
Xunc=zeros(6,steps);
for i=l:steps
Xunc(:,i+1)=expm(A*dt)*Xunc(:,i)+inv(A)*(expm(A*dt)-
Isix) * (Bg. *pag (i))
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Xdotunc(:,i)=A*Xunc(:,i)+Bg.*pag(i);
end
% Controlled Response
% Tuning Parameters
nd=l; nv=l; na=1000;
n=.001;
bu=0.01; bd=0.001; ba=0.005;
lam=.002;
sig=.l;
% Algorithm
Xctrl=zeros(6,steps);
for i=l:steps
tic
if i<delay+l
% Initial Values
Flearn(i)=0; pred(i)=0; mode(i)=1; Xctrl(1,i)=0;
else
% State Inputs
indata(1,i)=Xctrl(1,i-l)/nd;
indata(2,i)=Xctrl(l,i-2)/nd;
indata(3,i)=Xctrl(2,i-l)/nd;
indata(4,i)=Xctrl(2,i-2)/nd;
indata(5,i)=Xctrl(3,i-1)/nd;
indata(6,i)=Xctrl(3,i-2)/nd;
indata(7,i)=(Xctrl(1,i-l)-Xctrl(1,i-2))/nv;
indata(8,i)=(Xctrl(2,i-l)-Xctrl(2,i-2))/nv;
indata(9,i)=(Xctrl(3,i-l)-Xctrl(3,i-2))/nv;
indata(10,i)=Xdotctrl(4,i-l)/na;
indata(l,i)=Xdotctrl(4,i-2)/na;
indata(12,i)=Xdotctrl(4,i-3)/na;
% Upper Bound
indata(1:6,i+l)=bu;
indata(7:9,i+l)=bd;
indata(10:12,i+l)=ba;
% Kernel
if i<int+delay
look=i-delay;
else
look=int;
end
for ii=l:look+l
for jj=l:look+l
KERN(ii,jj)=exp((-norm(indata(:,ii)-
indata(:,jj)))/sig);
end
if ii<look+l
U(ii)=pred(i-look-l+ii);
else
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U(ii)=Fmax;
end
end
I=eye (size(KERN));
c=(KERN+lam*I)\U';
% New State Inputs
newdata(1,i)=Xctrl(1,i)/nd;
newdata (2,i) =Xctrl (1, i-1) /nd;
newdata(3,i)=Xctrl(2,i)/nd;
newdata(4,i)=Xctrl(2,i-i)/nd;
newdata(5,i)=Xctrl(3,i)/nd;
newdata(6,i)=Xctrl(3,i-1)/nd;
newdata(7,i)=(Xctrl(l,i)-Xctrl(3,
newdata(8,i)=(Xctrl(2,i) 
-Xctrl(2,
newdata(9,i)=(Xctrl(3,i)-Xctrl(l,
newdata(10,i)=Xdotctrl(4,i)/na;
newdata(1l,i)=Xdotctrl(4,i-i)/na;
newdata(12,i)=Xdotctrl(4,i-2)/na;
i-1))/nv;
i-i))/nv;
i-1))/nv;
% Force Predictor
pred(i)=0;
for ii=l:look+l
pred(i)=pred(i)+exp((-norm(newdata(:,i)-
indata(:,ii)))/sig)*c(ii);
end
%Applying Forces
if (sign(Xdotctrl(4,i))==sign(Xctrl(l,i)-Xctrl(l,i-1)))
Flearn(i)=pred(i)*-sign(Xctrl(1,i)-Xctrl(1,i-1));
else
Flearn(i)=0;
end
if (abs(Flearn(i))>98.3*3*abs(Xdotctrl(4,i)))
Flearn(i)=-98.3*3*abs(Xdotctrl(4,i))*sign(Xctrl(1,i)-
Xctrl(1,i-1));
check=0;
end
end
% Simulated Dynamic Responses
Xctrl(:,i+l)=expm(A*dt)*Xctrl(:,i)+inv(A)*(expm(A*dt)-
Isix)*(Bg.*pag(i)+Bf.*Flearn(i));
Xdotctrl(:,i+l)=A*Xctrl(:,i+l)+Bg.*p_ag(i)+Bf.*Flearn(i);
% Adapting Forces
if i>delay
if max(abs(Xctrl(1:3,i)))>n/2
n=n*10;
end
if (sign(Xdotctrl(4,i))==sign(Xctrl(l,i)-Xctrl(l,i-1)))
if (abs(Xdotctrl(4,i+l))-abs(Xdotctrl(4,i))<0)
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pred(i) =pred(i) +(1-
pred(i)/Fmax)*Fmax*abs(Xctrl(3,i+1))/n;
else
pred(i)=pred(i)*(e-abs(Xctrl(3,i+n))/n);
end
end
end
toc
time(i)=i/250;
end
% Plots
subplot(3,1,1); plot(time,Xctrl(3,1:steps)*100,'b'); hold
plot(time,Xunc(3,1:steps)*100, 'k:')
ylabel('\fontname{times} Storey 3 - Displacement (cm)', '
xlabel('\fontname{times} Time (s)', 'FontSize', 14)
legend('Controlled','Uncontrolled')
subplot(3,1,2); plot(time,Flearn(l:steps),'b');
ylabel('\fontname{times} Applied Forces (N)', 'FontSize',
xlabel('\fontname{times} Time (s)', 'FontSize', 14)
subplot(3,1,3); plot(time,p_ag(l:steps)/9.81,'r');
ylabel('\fontname{times} Earthquake - Acceleration (g)',
12)
xlabel('\fontname{times} Time (s)', 'FontSize', 14)
all;
FontSize', 12)
12)
'FontSize',
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